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A difficulty in perceiving visual scenes is one of the most striking impairments experienced by patients
with the clinico-radiological syndrome posterior cortical atrophy (PCA). However whilst a number of
studies have investigated perception of relatively simple experimental stimuli in these individuals, little
is known about multiple object and complex scene perception and the role of eye movements in pos-
terior cortical atrophy. We embrace the distinction between high-level (top-down) and low-level (bot-
tom-up) influences upon scanning eye movements when looking at scenes. This distinction was inspired
by Yarbus (1967), who demonstrated how the location of our fixations is affected by task instructions and
not only the stimulus’ low level properties. We therefore examined how scanning patterns are influenced
by task instructions and low-level visual properties in 7 patients with posterior cortical atrophy, 8 pa-
tients with typical Alzheimer’s disease, and 19 healthy age-matched controls.

Each participant viewed 10 scenes under four task conditions (encoding, recognition, search and
description) whilst eye movements were recorded. The results reveal significant differences between
groups in the impact of test instructions upon scanpaths. Across tasks without a search component,
posterior cortical atrophy patients were significantly less consistent than typical Alzheimer's disease
patients and controls in where they were looking. By contrast, when comparing search and non-search
tasks, it was controls who exhibited lowest between-task similarity ratings, suggesting they were better
able than posterior cortical atrophy or typical Alzheimer’s disease patients to respond appropriately to
high-level needs by looking at task-relevant regions of a scene. Posterior cortical atrophy patients had a
significant tendency to fixate upon more low-level salient parts of the scenes than controls irrespective
of the viewing task. The study provides a detailed characterisation of scene perception abilities in pos-
terior cortical atrophy and offers insights into the mechanisms by which high-level cognitive schemes
interact with low-level perception.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In 1967, the English translation of the Russian biophysicist
Alfred Yarbus' landmark book Eye Movements and Vision brought
to wide attention his innovative studies of human eye movement
behaviour (Yarbus, 1967; see Tatler et al. (2010)). In perhaps the
most often-cited experiment, Yarbus presented a participant with
Repin's An Unexpected Visitor under seven different task condi-
tions (free examination, remember the clothes worn by the
20
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people, estimate the material circumstances of the family in the
picture, give the ages of the people, describe what the family was
doing before the visitor arrived, remember where the objects are
in the room, estimate how long the visitor had been away). From
this qualitative but nonetheless compelling data, Yarbus concluded
‘…that the distribution of the points of fixation on an object, the
order in which the observer's attention moves from one point of
fixation to another, the duration of the fixations, the distinctive
cyclic pattern of examination, and so on are determined by the
nature of the object and the problem facing the observer at the
moment of perception’ (Yarbus, 1967, p. 196). Together with Bus-
well’s (1935) demonstration of the effect of test instructions upon
viewing behaviour, Yarbus work stimulated a continuing con-
troversy over the mechanisms by which low-level image features
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and higher-level cognitive representations shape the way we view
and understand the world around us. In the current study, we
apply Yarbus' paradigm to individuals with primary neurodegen-
eration of the visual cortices (posterior cortical atrophy; PCA;
Benson et al., 1988; see Crutch et al. (2012) for a review) to provide
a novel perspective on the debate he inspired and to use his
methodology to better understand how these profoundly visually-
impaired individuals perceive their environment.

Scene perception involves the acquisition of high quality in-
formation from the region surrounding the centre of gaze during
brief periods of relative stability (fixation) before gaze is re-or-
iented to another area of the scene by means of a rapid eye
movement (saccade). Fixations are not randomly placed within a
scene, but rather are clustered around areas of a scene which are
informative to the viewer's current perceptual, cognitive or be-
havioural activity (Henderson, 2011). Two broad classes of ex-
planation have been provided as to how the location of fixations
within a scene are determined: low-level image features and high-
level knowledge structures (Henderson, 2007). Low-level image
features include scene components such as colour contrast and
orientation of edges (Koch and Ullman, 1985; Itti and Koch, 2000,
2001). These low-level features, and more specifically their spatial
contrast from the surrounding, can be combined to compute maps
that model the low-level salience across an image (known as
saliency maps). High-level knowledge structures (or prior knowl-
edge) include short-term episodic scene knowledge (e.g. my cup is
currently on my desk), long-term episodic scene knowledge (e.g.
my coffeemaker always sits on shelf under the window), scene
scheme knowledge (e.g. office computers are typically found on
desks) and task knowledge (e.g. changing lanes while driving re-
quires checking the side-view mirror; see Henderson and Ferreira
(2004) and Henderson (2011)). Another factor known to affect the
location of fixations when viewing pictures is the central fixation
bias (Parkhurst et al., 2002; Tatler et al., 2005), by which observers
tend to fixate regions of the picture towards the centre of the
screen, and this has been demonstrated to occur irrespective of the
task or the distribution of image features within a scene (Tatler,
2007).

Whilst there is debate about the timing and relative contribu-
tion of low- and high-level influences on gaze direction especially
during the first few fixations following scene presentation (e.g.
Mannan et al., 2009; Foulsham et al., 2011), most authors ac-
knowledge that image features and knowledge structures have to
be combined. The interaction of these factors in determining
viewing behaviours has been the subject of a small number of
studies (see Chen and Zelinsky (2006), Navalpakkam and Itti
(2005), Foulsham et al. (2009, 2011), Rao et al. (2002), Torralba
et al. (2006), and Henderson et al. (2009)). In the current experi-
ment we attempted to examine the interaction between high- and
low-level influences in two ways. First, by administering a Yarbus-
style paradigm (varying task whilst holding image features [scene]
constant) to individuals with and without basic perceptual im-
pairment and testing whether the effect of the task differs be-
tween the participant groups. Second, more directly, by examining
how participants' scanpaths during different tasks corresponded
to saliency maps of the scenes being viewed and testing for dif-
ferences in the saliency effect across both task and group. The
primary comparison of interest was between search and non-
search tasks.

A limited number of studies have examined high-level influ-
ences upon scene perception using the Yarbus paradigm. This
work has either been concerned with replicating the original
single-case observations in a quantitative group study (DeAngelus
and Pelz, 2009) or identifying which eye movement parameters
are affected by task (in normal participants, task has been found to
influence selection of scene regions but not duration of individual
fixations; Castelhano et al., 2009; and differences between en-
coding and recognition have been described; Foulsham et al.,
2012). Comparable studies of task influence upon scene perception
in neurological populations are limited (free viewing vs search in
hemispatial neglect patients; Machner et al., 2012) although some
case studies of visual agnosia have alluded to the importance of
task effects (e.g. Foulsham et al., 2009, 2011).

Here we examine influences upon gaze behaviour of a group of
patients with posterior cortical atrophy (PCA). PCA is a clinicor-
adiological syndrome characterized by a gradual loss of visual
skills and other posterior cortical functions due to atrophy of the
parietal, occipital and occipitotemporal regions of the brain
(Mendez et al., 2002; Tang-Wai et al., 2004; Lehmann et al., 2011).
Patients with PCA demonstrate relatively spared episodic memory
function in conjunction with prominent impairments of space
perception, object perception, alexia, agraphia, acalculia, apraxia
and some or all of the features of Balint’s syndrome (simulta-
nagnosia, oculomotor apraxia, optic ataxia, environmental agno-
sia; Mendez et al., 2002; Renner et al., 2004; Tang-Wai et al., 2004;
Charles and Hillis, 2005; McMonagle et al., 2006, Lehmann et al.,
2011). The majority of cases of PCA are caused by Alzheimer's
disease (AD) (Renner et al., 2004; Tang-Wai et al., 2004). PCA is
typically a young onset condition, most commonly emerging in
people aged in their 50s and early 60s, but the exact prevalence
and incidence remain to be established.

The complementary goals of the study were to characterise
scene perception deficits in PCA and typical AD, and in doing so
shed light on the mechanisms by which high-level cognitive
schemes interact with low-level perception. A critical distinction
between this study and previous studies employing the Yarbus
paradigm was our aim not only to demonstrate task effects upon
eye movement behaviour but to examine how the extent and
nature of those task effects differed between healthy individuals
and two neurodegenerative disease populations (PCA and typical
AD). The null hypothesis was that the visual dysfunction observed
in PCA would have a uniform effect upon scene perception across
search and non-search tasks. The alternative hypothesis was that
despite holding perceptual demands constant (same scenes), in-
dividuals with varying levels of basic visual dysfunction (grave –

PCA; mild – typical AD; no deficits-controls) would respond dif-
ferently to search and non-search tasks. The interaction between
low-level image features and high-level knowledge-driven control
of scene perception was then tested directly by comparing parti-
cipants’ scanpaths under different task conditions to low-level
salience maps generated for each photograph.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Data were collected from seven PCA patients, a disease control
group consisting of eight patients with typical AD (tAD) and 19
healthy controls, recruited from research cohorts at the Dementia
Research Centre, UCL. PCA patients fulfilled standard clinical cri-
teria for PCA (Mendez et al., 2002; Tang-Wai et al., 2004), had a
clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (Dubois et al., 2007, 2010)
and scored in the normal range (45th%ile) on the short Re-
cognition Memory Test for words (sRMT; Warrington, 1996) at the
time of assessment. tAD patients (4 male) fulfilled Dubois criteria
for AD and scored in the impaired range (o5th%ile) on the RMT
for words. An additional eligibility criterion of mild-moderate
disease severity (MMSE score greater than 15/30) was applied to
both patient groups. This project was approved by the NRES
Committee London-Queen Square, according to guidelines estab-
lished by the Declaration of Helsinki.



Fig. 1. Example scan paths of one healthy participant viewing scenes under dif-
ferent task conditions: encoding (remember the scene), recognition (novel/familiar
judgment), search (look at the vegetation), and verbal description (describe the
scene). Circles show the location of fixations, and numbers in circles show the serial
order of the fixations over time. The highlighted area shows the target-area for the
search task.
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2.2. Stimuli and procedure

2.2.1. Background saccade-gain task
Participants completed a background pro-saccade (visually

guided saccade) task to identify basic differences in oculomotor
function and provide a saccade-gain covariate for the main scene
perception task. A fixation dot subtending 0.4° was presented at
the centre of the screen for 500 ms, followed by a target stimulus
subtending 0.8° for 5000 ms or until the target had been fixated
for 250 ms. Targets were presented at 5° of eccentricity, left, right,
up, or down from the fixation dot (8 trials in each direction). In
half the trials target onset occurred 200 ms after fixation point
offset (gap condition), and in half target onset occurred 200 ms
prior to fixation offset (overlap condition). These trials were col-
lected as part of a wider experiment that consisted of a total of 80
trials split over 4 blocks including targets presented at 10° and 15°
of eccentricity. Here, we use the results of saccades to targets
presented at 5° as these more closely match the amplitudes of
saccades made by control participants during scene perception
(see results of saccade amplitude in the scene task). Each trial was
preceded by a centrally-presented fixation point used as a drift
correct stimulus, with the trial initiated by the experimenter.

2.2.2. Scene stimuli
The stimuli were 30 photographic images of street scenes se-

lected from a readily available dataset (Ehinger et al., 2009; see
Supplementary material S1). Stimulus resolution was 800�600
pixels and images subtended a visual angle of 19.5°�14.9° from a
fixed viewing distance of 60 cm. All photographs were taken from
a conventional human perspective with all elements conforming
to standard physical (e.g. gravity, space) and semantic (e.g. cars
located on roads not on buildings or trees) constraints. Vegetation
was selected as the search target (see below) in order to employ
perceptually variable targets which could appear in multiple lo-
cations anywhere in a scene rather than a homogenous stimulus
category whose potential locations were more circumscribed (e.g.
faces).

2.2.3. Scene procedure
Scene stimuli were presented under four different task condi-

tions (encoding, recognition, search and verbal description). For
the purposes of analysis, these four tasks were split into two
conditions – non-search (encoding, recognition, verbal descrip-
tion) and search. We analysed the data based on this search/non-
search dichotomy as we were interested to investigate differences
between search, where the instruction required participants to
fixate upon previously defined regions based on the visual prop-
erties of the scene, and non-search where there was no such ex-
plicit instruction to fixate upon certain regions of the scene. More
details on each of the tasks are given below.
1.
 Encoding: 10 images (scenes 1–10) were presented sequen-
tially. The participant was instructed to remember the
photographs.
2.
 Recognition: the 10 images presented in the encoding task
(scenes 1–10) were re-presented, interleaved with 10 novel
images which acted as distractors (scenes 11–20). Participants
were asked ‘Did I show you this picture before?’ and their re-
sponses were recorded. Thus the task comprised ‘familiar’
(N¼10) and ‘novel’ (N¼10) subconditions.
3.
 Search: images presented at encoding were presented again
together with 10 further novel images (scenes 21–30). The
participant was instructed to ‘look at all the trees, grass and
plants; all the vegetation in the scene’. As with the recognition
task, the task comprised ‘familiar’ (N¼10) and ‘novel’ (N¼10)
subconditions.
4.
 Verbal description. Scenes 1–10 were presented and partici-
pants were asked to describe the scene. Owing to the homo-
geneity of the scenes (all street scenes) most participants of-
fered a description of some or all of the features. Word finding
difficulties were evident in most of the patient sample (see
background psychology results Supplementary material S2).
For these reasons the content of verbal descriptions was not
analysed.

All photographs were presented for 5 s each except in the de-
scription condition where photographs were presented for 20 s. As
with the saccade task, each trial was preceded by a centrally-
presented fixation point used as a drift correct stimulus, with the
trial initiated by the experimenter. Images were presented in a
fixed random order within each task, and tasks were administered
to all participants in the same order. Example scanpaths under
each of the four different tasks are shown in Fig. 1.

2.2.4. Apparatus
The saccade-gain and scene tasks were presented on a Dell

2120 desktop computer from a fixed viewing distance of 60 cm.
Eye movements were recorded using a head-mounted infrared
video-based eye tracker (Eyelink II; SR Research, Canada). Gaze
position was recorded at 250 Hz and corneal reflection was used
when possible (17 participants). Fixations and saccades were
parsed by the Eyelink system, using standard velocity and accel-
eration thresholds (30°/s and 8000°/s2). We used built-in pro-
grams provided with the eye tracker for calibration and validation
purposes (five points presented in a random sequence). All the
data analysed were obtained from recordings with an average
Cartesian prediction error of o1° during the validation proce-
dures. Participants used a chin rest (wide HeadSpot; University of
Houston College of Optometry) to provide stability and maintain
viewing distance throughout the experiment.

2.2.5. Pre-processing and analysis
2.2.5.1. Background saccade-gain task. Analysis was carried out on
the dominant saccade made towards the target. Data were cleaned
to identify this saccade by removing: (i) blinks (using Eyelink's
automated blink detection); (ii) saccades made before the target
appeared; (iii) saccades in the wrong direction (saccade-target
angle discrepancy 445°); (iv) saccades starting 45° from the
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fixation point. Following this, only the first remaining saccade of
each trial was kept. If this saccade was later than the 5th saccade,
the trial was removed. As a result, 6.9% of trials were removed in
healthy control participants, compared to 6.3% of trials in tAD
patients and 9.8% of trials in PCA patients. Linear regression was
carried out in STATA to compare amplitude of the dominant sac-
cade between groups, controlling for age. The mean gain of the
dominant saccade (saccade amplitude/target amplitude) for each
participant was saved for use as a covariate in later analyses.

We also investigated whether the relationship between peak
saccade velocity and saccade amplitude differed between patient
groups, by comparing peak saccadic velocity between groups, after
controlling for saccade amplitude (amplitude was included a
covariate in the linear regression; as in chapter 3).

2.2.5.2. Scene task pre-processing. Before data from the scene task
were analysed, saccades identified by the Eyelink system as con-
taining blinks were removed. All analyses excluded the first fixa-
tion of each trial (location determined by the pre-trial fixation
point). The majority of analyses also excluded the 10th fixation
onwards (as per Mannan et al. (2009)) leaving fixations 2–9. The
exceptions were basic saccade amplitude, fixation duration and
the proportion of fixations within the target-area, where the data
from the first five seconds of each trial were included.

2.2.5.3. Scene task analysis. Linear and logistic regression models
(using repeated measures) were employed, with age and saccade-
gain from the background saccade-gain task included as covariates
of no interest in order to control for their potential influences
(except for the analysis of fixation duration and recognition per-
formance which were not corrected for saccade-gain). Due to skew
in the distribution of fixation duration and saccade amplitude,
analysis was carried out on the log transformation of the data, and
atypical observations for each participant were discarded by ex-
cluding observations outside of two standard deviations of each
participant group's mean.

The dependent variable in the analysis of performance on the
recognition task was the number of items correct (/20). Dependent
variables in the analysis of performance on the search task were
proportion of fixations in target area and time to first fixation
within the target-area. The experimenter (TS) created the target
areas by manually drawing around the vegetation in each photo-
graph to generate an in/out binary variable (see Fig. 1); this con-
formed to the experimenter’s best judgement of the boundary
between vegetation and background but was not defined in terms
of basic colour or intensity thresholds. Central fixation bias was
examined by comparing the distance of fixations from the centre
of the stimulus between groups and conditions. Two further
analyses (index of similarity and scanpath saliency) merit more
detailed consideration:

2.2.5.4. Index of similarity. This analysis used the revised index of
similarity metric described by Mannan et al., (2009; see Supple-
mentary material of that paper). This compares the spatial loca-
tions of fixations in any two scanpaths, but does not consider the
order of fixations.

For each pair of scanpaths, each fixation from one scanpath is
paired with a fixation from the other scanpath. Each combination
of pairings is considered, and the combination that results in the
minimum average squared difference in the location of the fixa-
tions between the pairs is chosen. The average squared difference
between the paths for that combination is considered in a ratio
with the average squared difference between scanpaths of the
same observer to two different images (again using the combi-
nation of fixations providing the lowest average squared differ-
ence). This gives the index of similarity. Thus an index of similarity
of 0% represents two scanpaths that are only as similar as eye
movements made to two different images, whilst an index of si-
milarity of 100% indicates that the two scanpaths had identical
fixation locations. A detailed description of the method can be
found in Mannan et al. (2009, Supplementary material). The index
of similarity metric was used to measure the similarity of each
participant's scanpath between repeated presentations of identical
photographs under the four tasks (between-task similarity), and
the similarity of each participant’s scanpaths to those of every
other participant for the same task and picture (between-observer
similarity). The between-task similarity metric was calculated for
each possible task-pairing of scenes 1–10 (i.e. encoding-recogni-
tion, encoding-feature search, recognition-feature search, re-
cognition-description, and feature search-description). Between-
observer similarity was calculated both within group (each parti-
cipant to each other participant in the same group; i.e. PCA vs PCA,
tAD vs tAD and control vs control) and between group (each
participant from one group to each participant in another group;
i.e. PCA vs control, tAD vs control, PCA vs tAD).

2.2.5.5. Normalised scanpath saliency. Each photograph was ana-
lysed using the graph-based visual salience (GBVS) toolbox (Harel
et al., 2007) to generate a low-level salience map (see Fig. 4). This
toolbox was chosen due to its improved prediction over classical
algorithms (e.g. Itti et al., 1998). The tool creates three feature
maps for each image (representing variation in colour, intensity
and orientation), and then combines these feature maps into a
master map representing the computed salience at each pixel.
These maps were then normalised to have a mean value of 0 and
standard deviation of 1 across pixels. The salience of each fixation
was extracted and compared between groups and conditions.

2.2.5.6. Statistical analysis. The following statistical tests were
carried out for all analyses except for scene recognition perfor-
mance and proportion of fixations in the target area (analyses for
these two outcomes are described in the next paragraph). Linear
regression models with robust standard errors to adjust for re-
peated measures were used, with age and saccade-gain from the
background saccade-gain task included as covariates of no interest
(in order to control for their potential influences). The analysis of
fixation duration did not include saccade-gain as a covariate. Wald
tests were carried out to elucidate the main effects, pairwise
comparisons of different levels of factors, and interactions.

Analysis of scene recognition performance and proportion of
fixations in the target area used a logistic regression model with
robust standard errors to adjust for repeated measures. Age was
included as a covariate. Saccade-gain was included as an additional
covariate for the analysis of proportion of fixations in the target
area.

In the analysis of fixation duration and saccade amplitude,
analysis was carried out on the log transformation of the data, and
atypical observations for each participant were discarded by ex-
cluding observations outside 2 standard deviations of each parti-
cipant group mean. All statistical analyses were conducted using
STATA 12.
3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics

PCA patients (two male; Mean [SD] age¼58.9 [6.3] years) were
significantly younger than tAD patients (four male; Mean [SD]
age¼69.7 [4.7] years; two sample t-test p¼0.002), reflecting the
fact that PCA is typically an early-onset condition. Healthy control
participants (5 male; Mean [SD] age¼63.1 [5.2] years) did not



Table 1
Biomarkers of molecular pathology in patients. For the purposes of biomarker in-
terpretation, samples with a Aβ1–42o550 pg/ml and Tau:Aβ ratio41 were con-
sidered supportive of underlying AD pathology (þ). One PCA participant had a CSF
profile not supportive of AD (�). One tAD patient had a CSF profile which was
borderline compatible with underlying AD (þ/�).

Diagnosis PCA PCA PCA tAD tAD tAD tAD

CSF total tau (pg/ml) 787 310 841 289 843 828 800
CSF Aβ 1–42 (pg/ml) 297 488 264 280 129 125 297
CSF Tau:Aβ ratio 2.65 0.64 3.19 1.03 6.53 6.62 2.69
Biomarker interpretation þ � þ þ/� þ þ þ

Fig. 2. Central fixation bias measured as the mean distance of fixations from the
centre of the screen, both controlling (green) and not controlling (red) for saccade-
gain. Bars show 95% confidence intervals. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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differ significantly in age from the PCA patients (two sample t-test
p¼0.097) but were younger than the tAD group (p¼0.005).

Patient groups were matched for disease duration (mean [SD]
PCA¼3.31 [2.0] years; tAD¼4.34 [2.2] years, p¼0.34) and MMSE
(mean [SD] PCA¼22.6 [2.57]; tAD¼22.6 [4.50], p¼0.98). Perfor-
mance of PCA patients on further neuropsychological tests is
presented in the Supplementary material (S2).

Biomarkers of molecular pathology (amyloid PET scan or CSF
sample) were available in 3/7 PCA patients. These were supportive
of underlying AD in two cases (see Table 1). The remaining case
had a CSF profile that was not supportive of AD. CSF was available
in 4/8 tAD patients, with a profile supportive of AD in three cases
and borderline compatible with AD in the remaining case.

3.2. Background saccade-gain task

Mean saccade gain (amplitude of dominant saccade divided by
distance of target from central fixation point) was lower in PCA
patients (mean [SD] gain¼0.75 [0.26]) than controls (0.90 [0.26];
β¼0.16, t(24)¼2.89, p¼0.007) or tAD patients (0.97 [0.24];
β¼0.25, t(13)¼3.72, p¼0.002). tAD patients showed a trend to-
wards greater gain than controls (β¼0.09, t(25)¼1.89, p¼0.07).
The abnormalities in saccade gain (reduced in PCA, moderately
increased in tAD) justify the inclusion of saccade gain as a cov-
ariate in the subsequent analyses.

There was no difference saccade peak velocity (having ac-
counted for saccade amplitude) between the healthy controls and
PCA patients (β¼8.97, t(24)¼0.53, p¼0.60), or between the PCA
and tAD patients (β¼23.95, t(13)¼1.22, p¼0.23), although the
typical AD patients showed increased peak velocity compared to
the healthy controls (β¼32.92, t(25)¼2.70, p¼0.01).

3.3. Scene task

3.3.1. Fixation duration
PCA patients (mean¼272.0 ms, SD¼35.9 ms) did not differ

from controls (mean¼261.6 ms, SD¼24.1 ms) β¼0.02, t(24)¼
0.35, p¼0.73) or tAD patients (mean ¼287.6 ms, SD¼31.9 ms;
β¼0.09, t(13)¼1.25, p¼0.22) in terms of fixation duration. How-
ever there was a trend towards longer fixations in the tAD group
than control group (β¼0.11, t(25)¼2.00, p¼0.054). Further ana-
lysis showed that tAD patients had significantly longer fixations
than controls for the non-search tasks (encoding, recognition,
description; p¼0.03) but not for the search task (p¼0.16).

3.3.2. Saccade amplitude
Controlling only for age, the amplitude of saccades made by

PCA patients when viewing scenes (mean¼2.73°, SD¼1.83°) was
less than controls (mean¼3.48°, SD¼2.44°; β¼0.21, t(24)¼4.16,
po0.001) and tAD patients (mean¼3.60°, SD¼2.32°; β¼0.28, t
(13)¼4.37, po0.001). tAD patients did not differ significantly from
controls (β¼0.07, t(25)¼1.25, p¼0.22). When controlling for age
and saccade gain, PCA patients' saccades remained significantly
shorter than those of controls (β¼0.10, t(24)¼2.15, p¼0.04), but
did not differ significantly from tAD (β¼0.11, t(13)¼1.52, p¼0.14);
tAD patients and controls remain not significantly different
(β¼0.003, t(25)¼0.05, p¼0.96).

3.3.3. Central fixation bias
Controlling only for age, PCA patients' fixations remained sig-

nificantly closer to the centre of the scene images compared to tAD
patients (β¼0.64, t(13)¼2.53, p¼0.02) and there was a similar
effect relative to controls (β¼0.527, t(24)¼3.03, p¼0.005). There
was no difference in central fixation bias between tAD patients
and controls (β¼0.11, t(25)¼0.52, p¼0.61).

However, when controlling for saccade gain in the background
task, these group differences between PCA and tAD (β¼ .17, t(13)¼
0.48, p¼0.63) and PCA and controls (β¼0.25, t(24)¼1.34, p¼0.19)
were no longer significant (see Fig. 2). This indicates that it may be
important to obtain an independent measure of saccade gain as a
covariate that can be controlled for in future tests.

3.3.4. Recognition task
PCA (mean proportion correct¼0.81, SD¼0.12) and tAD pa-

tients (mean¼0.81, SD¼0.14) showed poorer performance than
controls (mean¼0.98, SD¼0.04) in the familiar/novel dis-
crimination of the recognition task (PCA vs control OR¼0.11,
z¼4.43, po0.001; tAD vs control OR¼0.11, z¼4.34, po0.001).
The performance of PCA patients and tAD patients did not differ
significantly (OR¼0.99, z¼0.03, p¼0.98; see Discussion for dif-
ferent explanations of scene recognition in these two groups).

3.3.5. Search task
PCA patients performed poorly in the search task, with a lower

proportion of fixations in the target area (mean¼0.50, SD¼0.08)
than the control group (mean¼0.66, SD¼0.11; OR¼2.42, z¼4.08,
po0.001). tAD patients (mean¼0.55, SD¼0.10) also showed a
non-significant trend towards a lower proportion of fixations



Fig. 3. Performance in the search task in terms of proportion of fixations within the target-area (A) and time taken to make the first fixation within the target-area (B). Bars
show 95% confidence intervals.
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within the target area than controls (OR¼0.62, z¼1.87, p¼0.07).
The PCA and tAD groups did not differ from one another sig-
nificantly (OR¼1.51, z¼1.21, p¼0.22). There was a significant ef-
fect of novelty (OR¼1.92, z¼7.54, po0.001), with a greater pro-
portion of fixations within the target area for novel scenes. How-
ever, there was also a significant interaction between the effects of
group and novelty (p¼0.004; see Fig. 3); PCA patients showed a
greater relative impairment when searching familiar as compared
with novel scenes for the target ‘vegetation’, suggesting reduced
benefit from previous exposure to and memory for the (familiar)
scenes. There were also significant differences between groups in
the time taken to make the first fixation in the target-area, with
PCA patients much slower (mean¼845 ms, SD¼182 ms) than
controls (mean¼586 ms, SD¼144 ms; β¼257.21, t(24)¼2.30,
p¼0.03), and tAD patients (mean¼680 ms, SD¼154 ms) showing
a trend towards slower performance than controls (β¼135.96, t
(25)¼1.81, p¼0.08). PCA and tAD groups were not significantly
different (β¼121.25, t(13)¼0.98, p¼0.34). The main effect of no-
velty was significant, meaning the time taken to first fixation
within the target area was shorter for novel scenes (β¼212.89, t
(32)¼2.18, p¼0.04). Unlike the search accuracy data, there was no
evidence for an interaction between group and novelty in the
search timing data (p¼0.75).

3.3.6. Between-task similarity
Between-task similarity measures the similarity of two scan-

paths made by the same participant to identical scenes presented
under different tasks (see Figs. 1 and 4 for example scanpaths, and
Fig. 5A for means and CIs). In the comparisons of non-search tasks
(e.g. recognition vs description), PCA patients showed significantly
lower scanpath consistency than controls (β¼15.85, t(24)¼2.79,
p¼0.009) or tAD patients (β¼18.87, t(13)¼2.23, p¼0.03). Control
participants and tAD patients did not differ in scanpath-con-
sistency between non-search tasks (β¼3.02, t(25)¼0.49, p¼0.63).
However, when comparing search and non-search tasks (e.g. search
vs recognition); controls demonstrated a task-appropriate differ-
ence in scanpaths (reflected in zero consistency – similar to con-
sistency between different scenes) that was not observed in either
of the patient groups; PCA patients showed a trend towards higher
scanpath consistency than controls (β¼28.56, t(24)¼1.76,
p¼0.09) and tAD patients showed significantly higher consistency
than controls (β¼32.42, t(25)¼2.34, p¼0.03;) (see Fig. 5 illus-
trating between-task similarity for these comparisons). There was
no significant difference between PCA and tAD patients (β¼3.87, t
(13)¼0.17, p¼0.87). These results demonstrate that controls
modulate their scanpaths in a search task to a greater extent than
PCA and tAD patients. Overall, there was a significant interaction
(p¼0.006) between group and comparison type (non-search/non-
search vs search/non-search), reflecting the greater, task-appro-
priate modulation of controls’ scanpaths when viewing scenes
under different task demands.

3.3.7. Between-observer similarity
Between-observer similarity measures the similarity of scan-

paths made by all the participants of each group when confronted
with the same scenes under the same task conditions. Across both
the non-search tasks and search tasks (see Fig. 5B for means and
CIs), there was significantly lower scanpath similarity among PCA
patients than among either controls (β¼20.82, t(24)¼3.45,
po0.001 for search, β¼23.53, t(24)¼7.88, po0.001 for non-
search) or tAD patients (β¼42.90, t(13)¼5.66, po0.001 for search
and β¼18.56, t(13)¼4.95, po0.001 for non-search). Typical AD
patients showed a much smaller but still significant difference in
scanpath similarity to controls on non-search tasks (β¼4.97, t
(25)¼2.61, p¼0.01) but showed significantly greater scanpath si-
milarity on the search task (β¼22.08, t(25)¼5.43, po0.001).
There were also significant overall (all three groups) and pairwise
group by condition (search vs nonsearch) interactions (overall
po0.001, PCA vs tAD p¼0.004, tAD vs healthy controls po0.001),
and a trend towards a significant interaction in the PCA vs healthy
control comparison (p¼0.054). These results suggest (i) much
greater variability in gaze behaviour among PCA patients, and (ii) a
further discrepancy between PCA and tAD performance with tAD
scanpath similarity rates differing by a lesser extent on the non-
search tasks.

3.3.8. Low-level salience (normalised scanpath saliency)
Normalised scanpath saliency was calculated using the low-

level salience maps generated for each scene (see Fig. 4). PCA
patients fixated on more salient regions (mean salience¼1.02,
SD¼0.09) than controls (mean¼0.92, SD¼0.08; β¼0.09, t(24)¼
2.29, p¼0.03); tAD patients (mean¼0.97, SD¼0.12) showed an



Fig. 4. Scanpaths and salience maps. Example scanpaths from two healthy controls (A and B) and two PCA patients (C and D) demonstrating greater modulation of the
scanpath for the search task (green) compared with a non-search task (encode; red) in controls than patients. The between-task similarity is abnormally high for patients
(C¼83%; D¼84%) relative to controls who view different parts of the scene in a more task-appropriate manner (A¼�17.7%; B¼�60.5%). The highlighted area shows the
search target area (all vegetation). Panels E and F show example computer generated low-level salience maps. Low-level salience maps were created using the GBVS toolbox
(Harel et al., 2007) with default settings. The tool creates three feature maps for each image (representing variation in colour, intensity and orientation), and then combines
these feature maps into a master map representing the computed salience at each pixel. These maps were then normalised to have a mean value of 0 and standard deviation
of 1 across pixels. The salience of each fixation was extracted and compared between groups and conditions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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intermediate tendency to fixate high salience regions, not sig-
nificantly different from that of PCA patients (β¼0.03, t(13)¼0.43,
p¼0.67) or controls (β¼0.06, t(25)¼0.93, p¼0.36; see Fig. 5C).
There was an overall effect of task (β¼0.22, t(32)¼3.43, p¼0.002),
as less salient regions tended to be fixated more frequently in the
search than non-search task. However there was no group by task
(search vs non-search) interaction (p¼0.16), suggesting the group
differences in scanpath salience did not depend on the task con-
dition under which the scene was viewed (see Fig. 5C).

4. Conclusions

The current study examined scene perception in individuals
with progressive visual impairment associated with posterior
cortical atrophy by adapting Yarbus' classic paradigm. Patients'
capacity to adapt their eye movement behaviour was tested by
viewing scenes under four types of task instruction: encoding,
recognition, search and description. Overall PCA patients showed
reduced saccade amplitude and gain relative to tAD patients and
controls, hence all subsequent analyses were corrected for saccade
gain to permit us to explore cognitive influences upon scene
perception distinct from discrepancies in basic oculomotor func-
tion. Notably tAD patients showed significantly longer fixation
durations than controls, but PCA patients showed no such in-
crease. On the search task PCA patients' fixations fell less



Fig. 5. Search task vs non-search task performance in terms of (A) the between
task similarity (B) the similarity of scanpaths between participants in the same
participant group (between-observer similarity) and (C) scanpath salience. Bars
show 95% confidence intervals.
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frequently and more slowly upon targets and there was evidence
of an enhanced central fixation bias related to their reduced sac-
cade gain (disappeared when saccadic gain was controlled). PCA
patients also exhibited greater difficulty searching for the target
‘vegetation’ in familiar compared with novel scenes. In the search
task there was an overall effect of novelty (when combining the
three participant groups), meaning that participants were faster to
fixate within the target area, and made more fixations in the target
area when searching in novel rather than familiar scenes. This is
somewhat counterintuitive, as one may expect previous exposure
to scenes to give the opportunity to localise task-relevant areas,
thus facilitating search in familiar scenes. Possible explanations of
this effect include higher motivation for novel than familiar
scenes, a dishabituation effect with familiar scenes being treated
as novel due to the introduction of the novel stimuli, or a tendency
to avoid previously fixated locations, even if relevant to the task at
hand (in a manner similar to the inhibition of return phenomen-
on). The latter explanation seems more likely, but further study
would be required to distinguish between these possibilities for
explaining the effect of scene familiarity on search performance.
The other three non-search tasks (encoding, recognition and de-
scription) contributed primarily to the between-tasks analysis;
however it was noted that both PCA and tAD patients showed
significantly impaired scene recognition relative to controls which
we attribute primarily to poor perception in the PCA group and
poor memory in the tAD group given that absence/presence of
memory dysfunction formed part of the participant selection
criteria.

On the main examination of the effect of test instructions upon
scene perception, the results revealed significant differences be-
tween the three groups. These differences were most evident
when comparing the search task with the other non-search con-
ditions. Across tasks without a search component, PCA patients
exhibited lower between-task and between-observer similarity
ratings than tAD patients and controls (i.e. were less consistent in
where they were looking), whilst tAD patients showed normal
between-task similarity and mildly raised between-observer si-
milarity. By contrast, when comparing search and non-search
tasks, it was controls who exhibited the lowest between-task si-
milarity ratings, suggesting they were much better able than PCA
or tAD patients to respond appropriately by looking at different
target regions of the scene that were relevant to the current task.
However, PCA patients continued to show the lowest between-
observer similarity ratings suggesting more varied, inconsistent
performance among these individuals. These differences were re-
flected in significant group by task interaction effects. PCA patients
also had a significant tendency to fixate upon more salient parts of
the scenes than controls irrespective of the viewing task, whilst
tAD patients showed a milder tendency intermediate between
that of PCA patients and controls.

The two research objectives of this study of naturalistic scene
perception in posterior cortical atrophy and typical AD were
complementary. The experimental manipulations were designed
to help us to better understand how PCA and tAD patients perceive
the real world, and to explain some of the characteristic features
and inconsistencies of their everyday perception. On the other
hand, understanding task-related effects upon these patients'
viewing behaviour sheds light on the mechanisms by which high
level cognitive schemes interact with low level perception. These
two complementary goals are considered in more detail below.

4.1. Real-world scene perception in PCA

Despite visual dysfunction being the primary feature of the PCA
syndrome, there is very little understanding of how individuals
with the condition actually perceive the world. The current study
provides evidence that PCA scene perception is characterized (in
contrast to tAD and healthy controls) by saliency-dependence, a
reduced ability to fixate task-relevant areas and reduced con-
sistency between observers. In particular, two features of the ob-
served performance may help explain why patients and carers
frequently report variability and inconsistency in everyday vision
(e.g. completely failing to perceive the saltcellar on the table in
front of themwhen asked to pass the salt, and then picking up and
using it appropriately soon after). First, between-task consistency
of fixations and scan paths was abnormally high, reflecting in-
ability to adjust flexibly to environmental contingencies. Some
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goal-oriented or externally-directed conditions (e.g. actively
searching for a particular object) may place much heavier de-
mands on this capacity than other more passive or self-directed
conditions (e.g. observing the object during free-viewing). Second,
between-observer consistency was abnormally low; this may be
because inconsistencies in the basic visual processing of item
features leads to the formation and retrieval of distorted or irre-
levant higher level scene schema.

A detailed functional account of PCA patients' real-world per-
ception as it relates to everyday tasks is critical for improving
clinical management. One clinically-relevant extension of the
current study would be to progress from scene pictures to more
naturalistic settings in which the influence of not only external test
instructions but the behavioural goals of the observer can be ex-
amined. Analyses of eye movements during naturalistic actions
(e.g. making a sandwich, driving, playing cricket) have revealed
the crucial role of prior knowledge (see Hayhoe and Ballard (2005)
for a review). Whilst we have assumed that scene schema
knowledge for the simple tasks and static scene photographs in
the current study (e.g. knowing grass is more likely to be found on
the ground than on walls) is relatively preserved, it remains to be
seen whether relevant prior knowledge is available or can be
successfully transformed into computations for the planning and
guidance of eye movements in more dynamic situations (e.g. an-
ticipating the bounce point of a ball, or the moment of contact
when reaching out to grasp a door handle). Understanding pa-
tients' perception of naturalistic settings rather than scene de-
pictions will also involve consideration of a wider range of eye
movements and control circuits (e.g. the predictive component of
the pursuit system; Barnes and Collins, 2008; Tabata et al., 2008).

4.2. High- and low-level influences on scene perception

Scene perception is a complex process in which eye move-
ments are influenced by knowledge structures (top-down control),
image features (bottom-up processes) and the interaction between
these mechanisms. The experimental paradigm used in the cur-
rent study was designed to manipulate knowledge-driven control
whilst holding image features constant. The pattern of results
obtained (as outlined above) suggest that PCA patients exhibit a
loss of the capacity to adapt their eye movement behaviour to
current task demands. The fact that this loss of task-appropriate
modulation was most evident when contrasting search with non-
search tasks may indicate that PCA patients have greater difficulty
engaging particular more active modes of real-world scene per-
ception relative to more passive viewing conditions. The loss of the
capacity to adapt eye movement behaviour to current task de-
mands is unlikely to be explained by basic oculomotor dysfunction
(because saccade gain was controlled for, and all between-task
comparisons employed a within-subjects design), failure to un-
derstand the test instructions (which were simplified from the
original Yarbus paradigm), stimulus properties (as the identical
scenes were viewed under each task condition), or a non-specific
‘dementia’ effect (as PCA performance diverged from that of ty-
pical AD patients in a number of respects).

Although the primary experimental manipulation was of task
knowledge (i.e. test instructions), other forms of knowledge are
known to influence eye movement control. These include scene
schema knowledge (e.g. vegetation is usually at the edge rather
than centre of carriageways) and short-term episodic scene
knowledge (e.g. the tree was in the top left corner; see Henderson
and Ferreira (2004)). PCA patients' well-preserved semantic
knowledge of the world means there is no reason to suspect def-
icits in scene schema knowledge. However, short-term episodic
scene knowledge may well have been compromised by a combi-
nation of factors including visuoperceptual and visuospatial
deficits (see background neuropsychology in the Supplementary
material (S2)) and additional impairments in visual short term
memory (VSTM; Hollingworth and Henderson, 2002; Holling-
worth et al., 2001; Tatler et al., 2003; Todd and Marois, 2004)
leaving an unreliable or incomplete trace of feature identity and
location within the scene. Such an impairment of short-term
episodic scene knowledge or VSTM could account for several
features of the PCA patients' performance, including the significant
increase in time taken for PCA patients to fixate within a target
area for the first time during the search task. As the search task
was the third task administered, participants had two prior op-
portunities (during encoding and recognition) to view the (famil-
iar) scenes and to construct a short-term episodic trace of the
scene which, for controls, could support the rapid re-fixation of
task-relevant target areas. This argument is strengthened by the
particular disparity of the proportion of fixations in target areas
between PCA patients and both controls and tAD patients when
searching familiar scenes (for which a short-term episodic trace
would have been established) relative to novel scenes (for which
no such trace was available).

A related but distinct explanation of tAD patient performance
on these tasks may also be offered. Whilst we speculate that PCA
patients exhibit an impairment of short-term episodic scene
knowledge owing to poor perceptual encoding, we suggest that
the milder disruption of scanpath modulation in tAD may reflect
impairment of short-term episodic scene knowledge owing to
poor mnemonic encoding and/or retrieval of (relatively accurately)
perceived scene information. This interpretation is analogous to
the suggestion that PCA and tAD patients tend to achieve
equivalently poor performance on some episodic memory tasks
for different reasons: poor perception/registration of stimuli (PCA)
vs poor encoding and retrieval (tAD). Future studies of PCA and
tAD scene perception may explore these distinct but related ex-
planations by comparison of immediate and delayed scene re-
cognition, with the prediction that tAD but not PCA patients
should exhibit loss of short-term episodic scene knowledge over
the delay resulting in further reductions in within-task and
within-observer scanpath similarity measures.

A better understanding of the interactions between knowl-
edge-driven and image feature control of eye movements remains
a critical area in eye movement research. Although the current
experiment was designed to hold image features constant by
means of the comparison of task performance across identical
scenes, a computer-based image saliency map was used to probe
for any differences in saliency-biases across different viewing
tasks. However, no statistical interaction was found between the
salience of image features and the task demands (PCA patients
showed a greater tendency to focus on high salience regions ir-
respective of task c.f. Foulsham et al., 2009, 2011). Whilst this re-
sult may simply reflect the primacy of basic visual function in
determining PCA patients’ scene perception, the current paradigm
could be adapted to involve two search tasks in which the salience
or other visual properties of the targets are varied.

Finally, we considered some limitations of the study. First, it is
worth noting that this experiment tested only one aspect of visual
search, namely searching for vegetation within scenes. This is a
relatively narrow perspective on search tasks and may limit the
generalisability of the results. Future experiments should in-
vestigate search for different features such as particular objects,
people or areas defined by a basic feature such as colour or lu-
minance, and perhaps investigate search for multiple rather than
single targets. Such tasks may help to further elucidate the nature
of everyday perception in PCA and other individuals with de-
mentia-related visual impairment. Second, interpretation of scan
path modulation warrants further discussion. Particularly, in the
comparison of recognition and description tasks, PCA patients
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showed lower consistency (and therefore greater modulation)
than controls and tAD patients. We would suggest that the lower
consistency in patients than controls in this case may represent a
disorganised approach. In the description condition this may be
driven by a search for items that they are able to describe in spite
of their word finding difficulties, rather than deliberate modula-
tion to achieve a required goal. An alternative (perhaps less likely)
explanation would be that this particular comparison reflects an
aspect of PCA patients' eye movement behaviour that is in contrast
to the main finding of reduced modulation between search and
non-search tasks (i.e. PCA patients show greater task-driven
modulation of scan paths than tAD and control participants for
this comparison).

In conclusion, this study provides a detailed characterisation of
scene perception abilities in posterior cortical atrophy through
investigation of gaze patterns. A better appreciation of gaze con-
trol mechanisms in natural vision will form a critical basis for at-
tempts to develop strategies and aids to reduce the widespread
impact of dementia-related visual dysfunction upon activities of
daily living and quality of life not just in PCA but in typical Alz-
heimer’s disease and Dementia with Lewy Bodies more generally.
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